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Motivations: Pass-by-
Value







Pointers

A pointer is a reference to another variable 
(memory location) in a program

• Used to change variables inside a function (reference 
parameters)

• Used to remember a particular member of a group 
(such as an array)

• Used in dynamic (on-the-fly) memory allocation 
(especially of arrays)

• Used in building complex data structures (linked lists, 
stacks, queues, trees, etc.)



Pointer Variable Definition

Basic syntax: Type *Name

Examples:
int *P; /* P is var that can point to an int var */
float *Q; /* Q is a float pointer */
char *R; /* R is a char pointer */

Complex example:
int *AP[5];/* AP is an array of 5 pointers to ints */



Address (&) Operator

The address (&) operator can be used in front of 
any variable object in C -- the result of the 
operation is the location in memory of the variable

Syntax: &VariableReference

Examples:
int V;
int *P;
int A[5];

&V - memory location of integer variable V
&(A[2]) - memory location of array element 2 in array A
&P - memory location of pointer variable P



Memory allocation for variable



C allows us to access and store the addresses 
of variables



C allows us to access and store the addresses 
of variables



Declare and initialize pointer









Some examples of Pointer basics



Some examples of Pointer basics

// copy value of p2’s pointee(y) into pointeeof p1 (x)





Some examples of Pointer basics



Some examples of Pointer basics





Some examples of Pointers -- 
summary



Precedence and Associativity 





13 13 13 
0x7ffc7e06dbcc 0x7ffc7e06dbcc 0x7ffc7e06dbcc 

13 13 13 
0x7ffc7e06dbcc 0x7ffc7e06dbcc 0x7ffc7e06dbcc 







Another example



Another example

z: ? ? ? ? 



NULL
NULL: The Null Pointer is the pointer that does 

not point to any location but NULL.

Examples:
int *P = NULL;



When to use NULL
1.To initialize a pointer variable when that pointer 

variable hasn’t been assigned any valid memory 
address yet.

2.To check for a null pointer before accessing any 
pointer variable. By doing so, we can perform error 
handling in pointer-related code, e.g., dereference a 
pointer variable only if it’s not NULL.

3.To pass a null pointer to a function argument when 
we don’t want to pass any valid memory address.

4.A NULL pointer is used in data structures like trees, 
linked lists, etc. to indicate the end.



Pointer to pointers
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